When a hypothesis is tested by a significance test and is not rejected?
it is generally agreed that all hypotheses implied by that hypothesis (its "components") must also be considered as non-rejected. However, when the hypothesis is rejected the question remains as to which components may also be rejected.
Various writers have given attention to this question and have proposed a variety of multiple comparisons methods based either on tests of each one of the components or on simultaneous confidence bounds on parametric functions related to the various hypotheses.
'An approach to such methods, apparently originally due to Tukey [27J, is to test each component hypothesis by comparing its statistic with the~level critical value of the statistic for the overall hypothesis. This is called a Simultaneous Test Procedure (STP for short) as all hypotheses may be tested simultaneously and without reference to one another. An STP involves no stepwise * This research was supported in part by the National Institutes of Health (Institute of General Medical Sciences) Grant No. GM-12868-03. is of special importance as it brings a wide spectrum of methods within this framework, most of which was originally formulated in confidence region terms.
This covers the original work of Tukey [27] and Scheff~[25] and continues with that of Roy and his associates [24] and most recently Krishnaiah [12J, . [13] . A general discussion of this confidence approach has been given by Aitchison [1] since the first draft of the present paper. In view of the close analogies pointed out in section 5, it is not surprising that Aitchison arrives at the requirement of a constant critical value for all his tests, exactly as in an STP. In fact his approach and the present one are complementary.
The formal theory is illustrated with ANOVA examples to clarify the con- EXAMPLE 3.2. The non-parametric analogue of the above, using the Kruska1-Wa11is statistics of example 2.5, is not an STP since its testing family is not monotone.
As was pointed out in example 2.8, the Kruska1-Wa11is statistic for a set may be less than the same statistic for a subset contained in the set. If the common critical value happens to be between these two statistics I values the subset would be rejected whilst the set was accepted. This would lead to the incoherence of asserting that all means of a set are equal whilst some of them differ from each other. Hence, such a procedure would be incoherent. (See further remarks in Section 6, below). In a coherent STP the level~may be regarded as an experimentwise level, as follows from the next Theorem.
THEOREM 2: The probability that a coherent STP {n,@,t} of level~rejects at least one true w. of n is~if w is true; it is at most~irrespective of the truth of The probability of rejecting any particular true wi of n is no more than the above probability. 
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The last statement in the Theorem is obvious.
Coherence prevents the contradiction of rejecting a hypothesis without hence so is the probability of the latter, proving the first statement.
rejection of a true w. then the second statement of the Theorem follows, for the latter probability is the dissonance of rejecting a hypothesis whilst not rejecting any other hypotheses also rejecting all other hypotheses implying it. It does not, however, preclude implied by it. Such dissonances, though not desirable, are sometimes allowed when max{z.liEi}, the statistic for w, has its distribution completely specified under If {n,~} is joint, the joint distribution of all Z., iEI, is specified as well as coherent. To see thi~note that the maximal squared t statistic for a 
H~cons~st~ng 0 l~s~gn~~cance tests 0 u eyts met 0 0 a owances [ 27] .
Coherence and consonance are relations between test decisions on hypotheses which imply one another, Le., between some w. and w, of n for which i-<j. 
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The purpose of multiple comparisons in general, and STPs in particular, is to provide resolution of significant test decisions on overall hypotheses into significant decisions on components, as far down as minimal components. Thus,
for family n = {w.!ieI} rejection of intersection w is to be resolved into re-
jection of proper componentsw., ieI, down to minimal hypotheses w., jeI . . 1
The extent of resolution of a procedure must be defined in terms of the likelihood of rejecting minimal proper components provided the overall hypothesis is rejected. If two procedures each test overall hypothesis w at level~, the o I one will be said to be no less resolvent than the other if it always rejects any minimal hypothesis rejected by the other, and will be said to be strictly more resolvent if it sometimes rejects when the other does not. In other words, con- STP is more resolvent than another, the former will have a higher 0,1/0, ratio than the latter. However, a higher aI/a ratio merely means more probable resolution, not necessarily strictly more resolution in the sense of (4.lb). To determine which STPs are more resolvent or more parsimonious than which others, one is led to consider the following relation between monotone testing families.
{n,~} will be said to be narrower than {n*,~*} if n =n* and 
I
Let g(x) = x 2 /2 for x > O. This is a function which satisfies (4.3a), hold so that {OP,ZR} is found to be narrower than {OC,ZF}.G iven the narrowness relation between testing families the following two theorems show the corresponding relations between STPs based on these families.
THEOREM 4: If (n,~} is narrower than (O*,~*}t then for every t* there exists t such that {O,@,t} is no less parsimonious than {O*,~*,t*}. Moreover, the former STP is strictly more parsimonious than the latter for some values of t*t i.e., In comparing the subset ANOVA studentized range STP this holds at least for some values of s* is ensured by (4.3d), and the theorem that (4.2c) is a strict inequality --more parsimony is proved.
from which (4.2c) follows often. In particular, this will result in a higher level for the F-ratio STP EXAMPLE 4. 6.
narrowness established in example 4.3 it follows from Theorem 4 that the pairmeans the F-ratio STP will reject whenever the studentized ratio STP does and more wise decisions of both STPs are identical but for all hypotheses on three or more , with strict inequality conditional on (4.5). Now, minimal hypotheses w., jEI . , will be rejected by (n*,~*,t*} when (Z*J' > t*). The next Lemma gives a sufficient condition for one testing family to be narrower than another. In the following Corollary this condition is applied to show when some STPs will be more resolvent than others.
LEMMA C: Let {n'M} be a strictly monotone testing family and {n*,~*} be a monotone testing family such that n en*. n. c n*. and w = w*. (4.3e') implies (4.3d ' ) and thus strict narrowness. It therefore suffices to whereas monotonicity of {n*,z*} requires, by (2.1) that a. e ..
.,
a. e.,
In the subset ANOVA set-up for equal sample sizes the studentized family {nS,zF} was noted (example 2.7) to be strictly monotone and ,.. a function x 2 /2 exists which .satisfies (4.3a,.b).
C F and {n ,~} are UI related (examples 3.8 and 3.5, respectively). EXAMPLE 4.12. Similarly, the conclusions of example 4.8 regarding pairwise and studentized range testing family is UI related (example 2.12).
of a g function satisfying (4.3a,b,e) as in example 4.10, and the fact that the STPs for subsets would ·a1so follow from Corollary 3(1) upon noting the existence dition II is established since (4.6) holds, i.e., probability zero. EXAMPLE 4.11. The conclusions of example 4.6 regarding equal sample size ANOVA above.
g(Z ) = max{g(Z.)!jEI . } = max{Z*jljEI i }, so that (4.6) of (II) is equivalent o J mln m n to (4.3d) and this implies (4.3e). The rest of the argument is as for (I),
for otherwise a number of contrasts in means~have to be zero, an event of EXAMPLE 4. 13 .
where w :
An~level STP {nD,~D,sD} may be obtained by choosing sD from the tables provided by Dunnett [5] . The functions~j for which there exists no~ge~such that j~g will be indexed by jeI i ' The adjective minimal will be applied to these functions and mn all other concepts depending on these functions, as, for instance, the confidence regions {A.(y;~)lj€I .}. Similarly, the adjective related will be applied to In terms of the e set formulation the coherence requirement is that for and the consonance requirement is that for all i€I all i€I
In view of the analogous definitions of coherence and consonance for 
